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The factlike origin of the second law of thermodynamics.

Attempts to base asymmetry of time on the second law of

thermodynamics are numerous although this law is the most
controversial one established in the 19th century. This

controversy is due to the paradox which is implied by the
second law. Indeed, the time asymmetry of irreversible
be~viour cennot be reconciled with the time symmetry of the

~ews governing the mechanics of the underlying elementary

particles,

Even the most fundamental approach of reconciliation of

the two types of time symmetry is recently published by

Prigog~ne in I~80 (Prigogine’ IDBO). He assignes a-m~cro
status to entropy and establishes a new complementarity

butween reversible and irreversible evolution.
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Reversible evolution is identified by mechanical observables
while he identifies irreversible evolution by thermodynamical
observables. We queried Prigogine’s assertions (Verstraeten,
I£B7, I98B, I989). Particulary we argued against Prigogine’s
concept on micro entropy density operator on philosophical as
well as physical grounds.

F~oreover, we emphasize the factiike base of the second law
of thermodynamics. To give evidence for this assertion we
return to Carnot’s arguments which generated Carnot’s General
Axlom. According to this axiom the Carnot engine produces
work at maximum efficiency and the coefficient linking the
~bsorbed heat and the produced work is the same for all bodies.
The Carrier process do~not depend so~e~y on the system itself,
yet the surroundings (furnace and refrigerator) are also
involved. A Carnot process for a body B may be defined as a
simple cyclic process which units heat at the one and only one
hotness h- and absorbs a positive amount of heat at the one
and only one hotness h+, which is hotter than h-. Hotness h
corresponds to a corresponding real value of temperature ~
so that for the intrinsicely ordered ho~ ess~hI and .h2 with
ordering ¯ which we read as "hotter than" :

Consequently the Carnot cycle contains two isothermal branches
correspondin~ to the emission and absorbtion of hea~, and two
adiabatic branches.
Accordin£ to the !atent hoar ~hcory, the transmitted heat dC
during the time interval dt is written in differential form.

(2)
&~ : the latent hea~ or transmitted heat at constant temperature
~ : the specific heat or transmitted heat at constant volume.

~.ccording to Euler’s theorem£ has an integrating factor f
3ocaIiy, where f is continuous and positive. Applying Euler’s
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theorem on (2), the time derivative of a function ~(~) is

given by

Whe~ f is identified with the temperature ~ we reach Clausius’

expression for the entropy. As long as the Carnot cycle is

conceivable in terms of volume, temperature, latent heat and

specific heat, so will be the entropy.

For a Carnot cycle with a furnace and a refrigerator of

which the temperature differs only by an infinitesimal amount,

the produced work&~ is

(~)
with

(the contour integral is integrated along the isotherms and

adiabat.s of the considered Carnot cycle). As already mentioned

F does not depend on the particularity of the body. When we

use the universal form F ~ ~ 4 ~/~

(Truesdell-~haratha, Ig77) and the expression (3) for the

entropy :. aL ~ S i @ ~ ~                              (5)

(Applying the theory of latent heat for the isothermal abso~tion)

then the produced work is less

then ~he produced with maximum effici~ncy and hence there is a

d~ss~pation. This results in the second law of thermodynamics

~\ ~ ~ ~                           (~)

The universality of F or J in (4)is an immediate corollary

of the principle of the non-existence of the perpetuum mobile

ex~ended to the domain of thermodynamics according to Fiach

(~qech, ~80). So any engine can produce either at maximum
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efficiency or at less efficiency. But by the fact of the no~
existence of the perpetuum mobile, equation (B) can never be

because then the efficiency should be higher
than that o~ the Carnot cycle. Hence the non decrease in
entropy is factlike and not lawlike.

2. Does the factlike origin of the asymmetry of time generate a

paradox ?

The second law of thermodynamics encouraged some scientists
to search for a lawlike foundation of the asymmetry of time
and the arrow of time (see for a good survey Gr~nbaum, I973,VIII).
The first section makes it clear that they were searching invain
as this law is just a fact and so is asymmetry of time. A
complete and concise survey of the factlike foundation of
time asymmetry is given by Costa de Beauregard yet w~assigne
our approach a particular position in the scope of the mentioned
factlike foundation. Indeed, nearly all factlike approaches are
based on statistical arguments. Therefore we refer to Reichenbach’s
branch systems ( Reichenbach, I~56), which are branched off the
mother system. The entropy of the branchpoint is in most non
Equilibrium cases very low so that entropy can only increase.
~n mos_.__~t equilibrium cases the entropy is non decreasing.
Gr~nbaum formulated an ameliorated version of qeichenbach’s
branch systems. He d3sconnected the 3ink made by Reichenbach
between local time asymmetry of a branch system and the tim~
asymm.try of the Universe (Gr~nbeum, I~73, p 260).
HowEver we query both approaches because they are so little
"physical factlik~". This concept means that one event govered
by physical laws is assigned a physical significance by its
actuality only. A physical event is actual when i~ can be
measured according to a physical Experimental method.
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Branch systems are not actual, yet they are mental
constructions which permit to predict the future of all
germane systems with some probability. As Gr~nbaum (P 253-260)
and de 6eauregard (chapter 3.4.2) decided outright, branch
systems do not permit retrodiction because there is no system
before the branch off. The non existence of the system means
that it is not actual but we go further : even after the branch
off the system is not actual because nobody can tell us how the
system is sufficiently defined. P~oreover, how can we physically
determine the a~jective "most" ? By taking a sample at a
particular point of tlme ?
Did the above mentioned authors realize that the particularity
of that point of time was only generated by the mental decision
that the asymmetry of t~me was the product of a mental fact
not by a physical fact.~ ? Nevertheless this foundation of the
time asymmetry has one advantage : it does not violate the
validity of any physical conservation law which presupposes
time symmetry.

Our ~pproach of time asymmetry is physical factlike because
the non existence of a heat engine with an efficiency to produce
wor~exceeding the Carnot engine is physically relevant if and
only if there is an actual physical fact either to support the
above mentioned principle or t~violate it by am opposite fact.

Does such physical fact generate a paradox between the
involved time asymmetry and the time symmetry which is a
prerequisite of the first l~w of thermodynamics ? We examine
this problem in the third section.
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3. Violation of the first law ~

The first law of thermodynamics essentially links
mechanical quantities (mass, action on the environment), which
are spatially localizable at any point of time to heat which is
not localizable in space~ The latter is only known by the "
mechanical work into which it can be converted.    Consequently
the validity of this law is controlled directly or indirectly
by mechanical quantities which make part of the scope of the
mechanics of time symmetric processes. Dioreover, another set
of time symmetric processes is involved, namely the set
containing all reversible processes which identify the body
or the set of bodies of which the energy is conserved. With
Bridgman (Bridgman, I~61,p I22-125 and p I68-IgI) we prefer to
use the term recoverable and irrecoverable processes instead
of reversible andirreversible processes. It is clear that the
processes to recover the identity of the examined body are
different from the processes control~ing the validity of the first
law. in the opposite case the first law would be just a
d~finitio~ of the system and could not be falsified. Hence there
should not be a first law.

The time of the mentioned recoverable processes is symmetric.
Indeed, the time symmetry is a prerequisite for identification
and conservation, because onehas to be able to compare the body
at yhe two extremities of the time interval wherei~theprocesses

@are engineered.

This prerequisite does not beware the body for simultaneous
irrecoverable processes. So is a breakdown of the e quality (3)
the cause of a heat-work conversion at a rate less than the
maximum Cornet rate and consequently ~he system does not return
automatically to its initial thermodynamical state.
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This phenomenon ~s purely factlike because we can only

formulate necessary conditions of this evolution and not o
sufficient ones (equation 7). But it does not prevent us to

control ~he validity of the first law, because this irrecoverable
evolution evolues in the scope of thermodyna’mics while the body

is defined in terms of recoverable processes. Upon this

definition the termal properties are subjoined.

We conclude that the first law of thermodynamics is an
extension of the similar law in mechamics~so that there is
a~so~counted for non localizable forms of energy. The second
law is no restriction of the first law yet a restriction on

the efficiency of the heat-work transition only. The first law
is general for all bodies while the restriction of the second

law ~imposes constitutive restrictions for evolutions’ of

particular bodies for which no sufficient re~som exists;
This local anisotropy of time evolution of the thermal prope,rties

of the body does not contradict the time symmetry of the
recoverable processes which identify the body as long~as these
processes, reduce the actual state of the body to the initial
fiducial state. The thermodynamics adduces information to the
body yet the additional information produces only necessary

conditions for the internal evolution of the body. Hence we

conclude that the factlike origin of the asymmetry of time
involves a gain of information about a particular body but

a loss of knowledge about its interna! organization.
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We have to determine function ~(x), given by the set ~ ,

~j , ~j , J’:J,.o.~2, ~nd h~vlng ~he p~s~o~l me~g o~ ~ocon-

duc~ivity coefficient In ~eolo~ or relation of hea~conductlvi~y

~o heatcapaclty o~ struc~e in ~he theory of ~attr~s~or~. Let

us consider ~he v~lue ~ (~ is stable), f~ctlonj~J~, w~ch

Is ~o~, ~d ~dditlon~l boldly condition

o= =

The set of solutions of the form~ated inverse problem in

the c~se of f~ctlo~ ~ beein~ s=ooth, consists of ~o elements

such case is given in the figure:

0 ~ 0 ~ ce

So, the an~lysls of experimental data on the basis of formu-

lated model is associated with preferability of the only one of

two symmetrical solutions to be taken as a corresponding one.

This question is solved by taking into account the additional

assumptions of the character of the solution ~x~ we are looking

for (that is: monotonous, restricted on some segments and etc.)

Just the same problems, connected with the analysis of vari-

ous symmetrical configurations are typical for the whole class of

hyperbollsal type equation problems, describing wave processes of

deformation and dynamic fracture of fiber reinforced composites.

These wave processes form the basis for acoustic emission pheno-

menon modelling - effective method of nondestructive control, used

for diagnostics of composite materials and constructions.
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We h~ve to deterBine function ~(’~)~ given by the set

to he~c~p~clty o~ s~ruot~e in ~he theory of

us consider ~he value ~ (~ is stable), f~o~ion~, w~oh

Is ~o~, ~ a~ition~l bo~y condition

The Be% of solu%ions of %he fora~ted inverse problea

%he c@se of f~c%i~n ~) beein6 s~oo%h, consls%s of ~o elemen%s

suoh o&se is given in the figure:

So, the analysis of experiaental data on the basis ef forau-

lated model is assoolated with preferabilit~y of the ~nly one of

two sy~ae~rlcal solutions to be taken as a corresponding one.

This question is solved by takin~ into account the additional

ass~uaptlons cf the character of %he solution ~J we are looking

for (that is: monotonous, restricted on some segments and etc.)

Just the saae proolems, connected with the analysis ef vari-

ous sy~ae~rlcal configurations are typical for the whole class of

hyperbolioal type equ~tlon problems, desoribin~ wave processes or

deformation and dynamic fracture of fiber reXnforced composites.

These wave processes form ~he basis for acoustic emission pheno-

menon modellin~ - effeotlve method of nondestructive control, used

for diagnostics of composite materials and constructions.
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